The doctor prescribed emergency surgery. When I woke up, I found that he had rearranged my body parts. Some diagram entries show the results of the operation. Starting with the only one that is clued with a double definition, and following the same sequence as the doctor, they start to reveal his name. Wordplay always matches the diagram entry.

**Across**

1. Wine in part of boat
2. "Terror" cast
3. Complete irregular triangle
4. Deviously, I plan to swindle democrat just a short time
5. Head off one leaving hearth
6. Heavy king nearly meets bad end
7. Ethical force, essential to heartless era
8. Book of changes is no good around Hawaii *(two words)*
9. Set straight -- in denial, curiously
10. Island without snow cap, without warmth
11. Naked Tar Heel?
12. Grind tool on it, hard stone in canal
13. Sounds like, say, Levis' inheritance
14. Around university, edit, reedit, to get educated
15. Initially, Arachne is (for them) a flower
16. Chief of librarians in telephoned anger
18. Restless and spiteful, suffering from B deficiency
19. Web address, for example in Nevada, for dancer
20. One of nine, pop singer found under orchestra space
21. Naked photo on trial is most sexy
22. Type of cone essentially used for boat
23. Cover center of guitar pick
24. Extreme requirement for "adult" rating
25. Also known as a northbound cruise
26. Alternately, trample record
27. Which individual ultimately drew which tattoo?

**Down**

1. Distrustful of periodic number for 150
2. Claim a slender general
3. Swell bugle played
4. Island without snow cap, without warmth
5. Naked Tar Heel?
6. Grind tool on it, hard stone in canal
7. Sounds like, say, Levis' inheritance
8. Around university, edit, reedit, to get educated
9. Initially, Arachne is (for them) a flower
10. Chief of librarians in telephoned anger
12. Restless and spiteful, suffering from B deficiency
13. Web address, for example in Nevada, for dancer
14. One of nine, pop singer found under orchestra space
15. Naked photo on trial is most sexy
16. Type of cone essentially used for boat
17. Cover center of guitar pick
18. Extreme requirement for "adult" rating
19. Also known as a northbound cruise
20. Alternately, trample record
21. Which individual ultimately drew which tattoo?